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Abstract: The Anthropic Principle states that the universe is friendly for life
and maybe intelligence. This principle can illuminate many "Goldilocks"
conditions discussed in Big History. It is not known whether the principle is
just a reflection of the conditions because we exist (weak version) or
whether there is a stronger causal connection (strong
version). Connections between fundamentals of particle physics and
the large-scale universe has been explored for over 50 years. Some
connections are direct physics relationships, e.g., the size of humans is
about the square root of a typical planet and an atom. Other
conditions are not easily explained. The current attempts to explore
these relationships includes the role of time, math, quantum mechanics,
and consciousness. Two major hypothesis for the anthropic principle, the
multiverse and the participatory universe, are compared along with
potential measurements which might resolve this mystery.
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https://www.pinterest.com/pin/415246028116378949/

Theory of Everything is not
Unique
Our Universe
Progress in Unifying
Our Understanding



Possible
Universes

Possible explanation:


Haven’t found the right unique theory yet



Multiple (evolving) universes



Self consistency (Goswami simple thought
experiment)

Yet universe seems to be
set up for life




Production of Carbon


Unique chemistry



Formation depends on obscure
nuclear properties



Need enough time to generate
enough carbon through stellar
generations

Relative strength of fundamental
forces


Gravity: too strong- collapse; too
weak- not interesting structures



Electromagnetic: too strongproton unstable

http://www.mashpedia.com/Fine-tuned_universe

Questions


Why does the universe seem to set up for us?
 Why

isn’t there a unique set of physical
constants and laws?



What are the possible explanations of AP?
(Tautology, Multiverse, Temporal Selfconsistency)



What are the possible implications of AP for
Big History?

Connection to Big History


Why do “Goldilocks” conditions exist?


Too fast: not enough time to form
structures



Too slow: collapse into one black hole



How is fundamental physics related to
large scale universe evolution and our
human scale?



Connections to


Development of Universe structures
(Physics)



Complex Adaptive Systems evolution
(Energy flow and information)



But some conditions, e.g., habitable
zone around sun, by selection

https://www.bighistoryproject.com

/

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/415246028116378949

www.scienceblogs.de

Types of Coincidences




Cosmology:


Constants and laws



Sizes and times of Universe,
galaxies, stars, planets,
humans and atoms

Evolution:


www.helmholtz.de

Life using unique properties
of quantum mechanics to
facilitate processes

www.kidsgeo.com

Types of Coincidences:
Cosmology


Qualitative laws:


Gravity is not repulsive



Same charges not
attract



Quantum mechanics
needed for atomic
stability

Relative force constants
(Gravity,
Electromagnetism, Strong
nuclear, dimensions)
 Universe parameters
(initial clumping,
expansion, density)


Festival della Scienza from Genova

Sizes
Rock: Not enough mass for
large gravitational forces;
Gravitational
force at
surface

Uncertainty
Energy needed to shear

Planet: large gravitational forces overcome
molecular shear forces to make a sphere;
Opposite Charges Attract
Atom: Electrons tendency to spread
out due to uncertainty principle is
balanced by electrical force with
proton.
nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov

Star: large gravitational forces balanced by
thermal pressure from nuclear fusion;

Time
Diameter of the Universe

www.theatlantic.com
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• First noticed by Dirac in 1937- Does gravity change with time?
• Refined Dicke 1961- Relationship exists when conditions are right
for life, i.e., a few stellar lifetimes to generate enough material

Current areas


Proton

New relationships


Mass of quarks



Information Limits- Dark
energy



Wedges (Combinations)
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1112.4647.pdf



Tests




Explanation


Unification



Multiverse



Self-consistent

Neutron

Statistical, limits,
new physics, other
universes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microtubule



Evolution


holometer.fnal.gov

Role in proteins,
neurons,
technology

New RelationshipsMass of quarks


Difficult to determine mass
(most mass of proton is
other)



Expect proton to have
heavier mass since it has a
charge; compared to the
neutral neutron
Proton

Neutron

Barnes L. A. (2012) The Fine-Tuning of the Universe for Intelligent Life.
Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia 29, 529–564.
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1112.4647.pdf

New Relationships-Wedges
(Cosmological Constants)


Density and Initial Clumping


Condense into black holes




Condense with potential
close encounters

Diffuse before structures


Cool too slow

Barnes L. A. (2012) The Fine-Tuning of the Universe for Intelligent Life.
Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia 29, 529–564.
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1112.4647.pdf

New Relationships- Wedges
(Particle Constants)


Density and Initial Clumping


Condense into black holes




Condense with potential
close encounters

Diffuse before structures


Cool too slow

Barnes L. A. (2012) The Fine-Tuning of the Universe for Intelligent Life.
Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia 29, 529–564.
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1112.4647.pdf

New RelationshipsInformation Limits


One possible view- information bound based
on Holographic principle


Entropy of black hole proportional to surface
area not volume



Traditional view: Physics laws-> matter->
Information



Possible new view: Information-> Physics laws->
Matter (Laws as software)




http://www.science20.com

/

What is relationship between math and physics?

Try to apply to areas which might be information
limited to give answers close to observations:


Early universe: Leads to expansion factor of about
1020



Reduces amount of theoretical dark energy by
10122

scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2011/08/16/

Possible paths to unification?
Methods

Gravity

• Amplituhedron
• Multiple interacting
classical worlds

• Strings/ M-Brane
• Loops /Triangulation
• Entropy
• E8 / Supersymmetry

Information

Time

• Holographic
• Math and Physics
• Process Physics

• Two time dimensions
• Emergent (No time)
•

Temporal handshaking

• Self-consistent

Current Areas: Time


What is the meaning of
time?



Two times (Isaac Bars)



No Time (Godel)



Handshake between
past and future (John
Cramer)



Emergent



Self Consistent (Davies)

/

http://physics.usc.edu/~bars

/

http://www.physicsoftheuniverse.com

Current Areas: Evolution


Protein

Folding
 H-bonding
 Enzymes




Structures

Photosynthesis
 Microtubules




Technology




Laser, metals, semiconductors

Brain

Possible Explanations






A complete theory is out there


A unique theory exists with determined
constants



Why that set of laws (e.g., quantum physics)?

Multiverse


Eternal inflation- multiple universes with
different constants



Evolving universes- universe can create new
universes with slightly different parameters


Favoring black holes



Favoring consciousness



What is the competition for resources?

http://www.collective-evolution.com

http://arstechnica.com/science/2013/06

Self Consistency


Self-Aware Universe (Goswami)




Universe is a quantum parallel computer to
find consciousness (by collapsing
wavefunction)

John Wheeler, Paul Davies
plus.maths.org/content/it-bit

Simple Self-Consistent
Though Experiment




Standard Quantum Dynamics


Systems evolve if they travel
many paths



One path is determined when a
measurement is made (by
conscious observer)

Consider universe from Big Bang


Universe system tries all potential
paths



Until a conscious observer
evolves to collapse the system



The universe would be a
massive parallel quantum
computer to find life

Tests


How improbable are our constants given that life
needs to exists?


(e.g., likelihood of distribution of dark energy)
http://www.muelaner.com/metrology/



Tests limits of combinations via new cosmological
and particle experiments


(e.g., structure evolution simulations,
supersymmetric particles, cosmic ray energies)
www.astronomy.com



Look for evidence of consequences of multiple
universes




(e.g., heat spot in CBR, force strength versus
distance)

Test quantum mechanics fundamentals


(e.g., collapse, neuron operation, delayed choice
experiment, holometer)

www.slideshare.net/amruth/transactional-interpretation-of-qm

Conclusions




The anthropic principle contributes to the
understanding of Big History


Some Goldilocks coincidences



Relationships of size and time

Much research is continuing


New relationships



Possible Explanations



Evolution and quantum physics



Tests

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/415246028116378949/

Contributions


Complex Adaptive System


Energy/Environmental
patterns



Combined accelerated
learning and logistic learning
pattern





Indications and implications
of slow down

Worked in High Energy Physics,
Holographical Optical Traps,
Neutron moderation,
Environmental modeling,
Nuclear detection,
Information systems transitions

D.J. LePoire, “Potential Nested Accelerating Returns Logistic
Growth in Big History”, in “Evolution: From Big Bang to
Nanorobots”, Editors: Leonid E. Grinin and Andrey V. Korotayev,
Uchitel Publishing, Volgograd Russia, 2015.
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